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Seminar held in Hamburg
on September 20, 2008 –
as well as further topics
relating to both historical
and present-day events
(Herwig Duschek:) This is what Rudolf Steiner meant when he spoke of that “power hidden
deep within German culture”, something which was still in the process of growing and which
would reach fruition in the future. He was referring to anthroposophy, the greatest
phenomenon ever to emerge from within German culture. Rudolf Steiner sowed the seeds of
anthroposophy and, although delicate plants have sprung up here and there, many seeds have
yet to germinate – but they are already in the soil! We have eurythmy; we have the Waldorf
Schools and a great many other cultural impulses.
What we should also have had, however, is a completely new social organism, the Threefold
Social Order, which should have become reality. This social organism was destined to provide
anthroposophical art and culture with the necessary foundation on which to evolve further,
enabling them to shape our human civilisation.
Our present-day antisocial organism has nothing whatsoever to do with the true social
organism because the individual human being no longer figures prominently in society today.
Instead he has become “replaceable”, “dispensable” – all that matters is money.
It was Rudolf Steiner’s intention that the human being and his spiritual nature be taken
seriously – right down to each and every single deed and action. That was what Rudolf
Steiner wanted.
When the individual is no longer respected, people find themselves being despised, mobbed,
tormented and abused in all kinds of ways – there can, of course, be no social coexistence
under such conditions.
Society is increasingly falling apart; we can see this happening all around us. More and more
families are breaking up, our social structures are disintegrating, children are becoming more
and more difficult in their behaviour etc. – what else can we possibly expect!
We no longer trust our own neighbours. Every one of us is struggling to keep his or her head
above water – that is the state of society today.
And here we have Rudolf Steiner talking about something “hidden” which is still in the
process of developing. In April 1919 – with reference to the Threefold Social Order – he
spoke the following words at the end of his “Appeal to the German Nation and the Civilised
World”:
“[…] either one must deign to submit one’s thinking to the demands of reality, or nothing will
have been learned from the catastrophe (i.e. the First World War. H.D.), and this self-inflicted
misery will be endlessly perpetuated and intensified.”
You will find yourselves making the same mistake over and over again until you actually
realise that you have made a mistake. And a person can even become ill as the result of
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making a mistake. If he or she does not recognise the connection involved, the mistake will
continue to be made and the person will become more and more ill. This is part of human
nature, part of our human condition.

Even today, we are confronted with all kinds of surveillance wherever we go. But perhaps the
ultimate instrument will no longer watch us from the outside: it will be inside us and reveal
not only our identity but also everything we do and where we go.
The surveillance technology of the future can be viewed at the Baja Beach Club in Rotterdam.
This is no ordinary club. Some of its guests are special VIPs who differ from the others. They
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do not have to prove their identity at the entrance nor do they require money at the bar. To be
admitted, all they have to do is hold out their arm in front of a scanner.
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